Introduction
Figure S1: The inheritance pattern of the lethal construct. GE males (LL) mate with wild-type females (ww), and the construct is inherited by F 1 progeny, causing death in both sexes. Figure S2 : Representation of the two deme spatial structure of the mathematical model. GE males (green) are released into the target deme (T), which is connected to the non-target deme (NT) by dispersal. 
Results

Spatial vs. non-spatial for a no-cost resistance
For the initial spatial model alternative release ratios (d) were also tested. With d = 1 ( figure S4 ) the results show a lower l * , higher p * and a higher N * in the target deme, compared to d = 20
(figure 2), for all values of m. The release of fewer GE insects means that the influx of L alleles into the target deme, and therefore the suppressive impact on population size, is lower, but also that resistance dilution by the released susceptible males is reduced. l * in the non-target deme is slightly higher whereas almost no change in the value of p * or N * is seen. This increase in the non-target l * is explained by the higher N * in the target deme producing greater total migration, and therefore a greater influx of L alleles. All equilibria are reached faster with this lower value of d, potentially due to the lower susceptible dilution allowing resistance to spread faster. Transient oscillations can be seen in the non-target N , due to the genetic construct's perturbation of the coupled system, however these converge to stable equilibrium values. The results from d = 50 (not shown) on the other hand are almost identical to those with d = 20 (figure 2) with the exception that equilibria take slightly longer to be reached. It must be assumed that GE control reaches near maximum efficacy at or below d = 20 and therefore any higher release ratio is redundant. Only points where ψ SR ≥ ψ RR (so that heterozygote resistance is always less costly than homozygote resistance) are shown. The effect of the threshold increase in the non-target deme p * at high ψ SR and ψ RR values (low costs of resistance), on the target deme N * , is most apparent at higher dispersal rates. In these cases the non-target deme acts as a source of R alleles and reduces the effectiveness of population control in the target deme. Less dominant resistance means that a higher dispersal rate is required (compared to figure 8) for the influx of L alleles in the non-target deme to drive a threshold increase in the R allele frequency.
Adding costs of resistance
